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Hadron Colliders
- Standard Model
- Beyond the Standard Model
  - ex. Supersymmetry

$q \leftrightarrow W^+ \leftrightarrow t \rightarrow b$
$q \leftrightarrow W^- \leftrightarrow \ell \rightarrow \nu$
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\[ \tilde{q} \rightarrow j_1, q, \tilde{\chi}^0_2 \]
\[ \tilde{\tau}^\pm_1, \tau^\pm \]
\[ E_T \]

\[ p \rightarrow \tilde{g} \rightarrow j_3, q, \tilde{\chi}^\pm_1 \]
\[ \tilde{\chi}^0_1 \rightarrow W^+ \rightarrow j_4, q, j_5 \]
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Even with backgrounds on top of SUSY, BEST triumphs.

- 14 TeV collision energy @ LHC, 100 fb$^{-1}$.
- nuSUGRA: $m_0 = 360$ GeV, $m_{1/2} = 500$ GeV, $\tan \beta = 40$, $A_0 = 0$, and $m_H = 732$ GeV.
- SM: $t\bar{t}$, $W+$Jets, and $Z+$Jets.

$$m_{WW}^{\text{max}} = 769 \pm 18 \text{ GeV}$$
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Backup Slide: Huge $W$ finding plot for SUSY.
Sideband Subtraction

\[ N_{SB} = \frac{\int_{m_{jj}^{\text{band}}} f(m_{jj}) \, dm_{jj}}{\int_{m_{jj}^{\text{sideband}}} m_{jj} \, dm_{jj}} \Rightarrow m_{jj}^{\text{Sub}} = m_{jj}^{\text{W band}} - N m_{jj}^{\text{sideband}} \]
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